Abstract-The paper discusses the methods used to rough set theory knowledge to discovery from decision tables. From this ways dynamic reduct. Discovery relative static and dynamic reducts, discovery frequent sets, discovery decision rules and calculate stability coefficients for objects from a decision table.
I. INTRODUCTION
Some methods for extracting laws from data based on rough set approach and Boolean reasoning are presented in this paper. Standard rough set methods are not always sufficient for extracting laws from decision tables [1] . Because is these methods are not taking into account the fact that part of the reduct set is chaotic i.e. is not stable in randomly chosen samples of a given decision table. A method for selection of feature (attribute) sets relevant for extracting laws from data is proposed. These sets of attributes are called dynamic reducts. The most important and matchless feature of dynamic reduct is ability to calculate stability coefficients for every object from decision table using different methods.
In this study will be displayed compute dynamic reducts and the decision rules on the basis of dynamic reducts. The goal from the study is to resent a method for extracting laws from experimental data. Problems related to extracting laws from experimental data are intensively studied. Some statistical arguments showing that dynamic reducts offer a good tool for extracting laws from decision table are given.
The results are suggesting that methods using dynamic reducts can be treated as a promising tool for extracting laws from experimental data sets.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2. Stability coefficients calculation. Section 3. Definitions of dynamic reduct. Section 4 gives the Definition of generalized dynamic reduction, Section 5 Statistical arguments showing the introduced stability coefficient of dynamic reducts, In Section 6. Implementation stability coefficient, In Section 7. Introduces experimenttal result and discussion, concluding remarks are provided in section 8.
II. STABILITY COEFFICIENTS CALCULATION
Stability coefficient of object is a measure of its similarity with respect to the rest of the objects in the considered information system [2] . There is no shared method to define the relation of similarity, so it is exactly connected with the implemented way.
All stability coefficients implemented in dynamic reduct are normalized to range [0, 1] . Value 0 represents the least level of stability of a given object, while value 1 is the maximum representing perfect relationship of similarity to other objects in the decision table [3] , [4] . This normalization is very useful especially when we want to compare results returned by different algorithms.
This module allows in calculation of stability coefficients with the use of the methods that is discussed in the following section III. DYNAMIC REDUCT Reducts generated from an information system are sensitive to changes in the system. This can be seen by removing a randomly chosen set of objects from the original object set. Those reducts frequently occurring in random subtables can be considered to be stable; it is these reducts that are encompassed by dynamic reducts (Bazan et al, 1994) [5]. Let S = (U, C ∪D), where U is a non-empty, finite set 
Any element of DR(S, F) is called an F-dynamic reduct of S. From the definition of dynamic reducts it follows that a relative reduct of S is dynamic if it is also a reduct of all sub table from a given family F. This notion can be sometimes too much restrictive so, also a more general notion of dynamic reducts is applied. They are called (F-λ) -Dynamic reducts, where λ> 0. The set DR(S, F), of all (F-λ) -Dynamic reducts, is defined by
where is the F-stability coefficient of C. This lessens the
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For example, by setting λ to 0.5 a reduct is considered to be dynamic if it appears in a least half of the subtitles.
Note that if F={S}, Then DR(S, F) =RED(S, F).

IV. DEFINITION OF GENERALIZED DYNAMIC REDUCTION
According to the definition of dynamic reduction, if some feature attributes of any sub-decision system in F family are comprised by dynamic reduct, then it is certainly a feature attribute of decision system S. This notion can be sometimes not convenient because the interest is in useful sets of attributes which are not necessarily reducts of the decision system [6] , [7] . Therefore the notion of a dynamic reduct has to be generalized. Definition 1 Decision system S=(U, C∪D),where U is a non-empty, finite set called the universal, C is condition attributes set, D is decision attributes setF P S then
GDR(S, F) is called the generalized dynamic reduct of decision system S. From the definition of
Generalized dynamic reducts it follows that any subset of S is a generalized dynamic reduct if it is also a reduct of all subtables from a given family F. This notion can be sometimes too much restrictive so more general of generalized dynamic reducts is applied.
Definition 2 Decision system S=(U, C∪D), where U is a non-empty, finite set called the universal, C is condition attributes set, D is decision attributes set and F P S and λ 0.5,1 , then the GDR S, F is called the (F-λ) generalized dynamic reduct of decision system S.
If Q∈RED（B） (for any B ∈F) Then the number S CF is called the stability coefficient of the generalized Dynamic Reduct Q (relative F).
Proposition 2:
∈ then DR(S, F) = GDR(S, F)
V. STATISTICAL ARGUMENTS SHOWING THE INTRODUCED STABILITY COEFFICIENT OF DYNAMIC REDACTS
Statistics is the science of making effective use of numerical data relating to groups of individuals or experiments. It deals with all aspects of this, including not only the collection, analysis and interpretation of such data, but also the planning of the collection of data, in terms of the design of surveys and experiments [8] . The data in most statistical problems relate to a sample drawn from some parent population or universe (as it is called in rough set theory). to calculate the set of decision rules based on a given decision table, a rules should be constructed which will proper not only for objects from this decision table but also for still not known example of objects (behind a given decision table). The dynamic reducts (defined in the previous sections) are calculated on family F of subtable created by random samples of a given decision table. The family F is of course only subfamily of all subtables the hypothetical universal decision table (including known and unknown object describing an actual considered aspect of reality). The family of all subtables of the universal decision table is denoted by G. the interest is in reducts which are the most frequently appearing in family G, because the decision rules generated from this reducts are expected to be butter predisposed to designate value of the decision for objects from the whole universal decision table W. In another words the interest in the probability of the event, that a given F generalized dynamic reduct R is the reduct for all subtables from G. This probability is denoted by and defined as the quotient |GR| |G| where: PG(R)
We would like to define the F-dynamic reduct R for which the probability PG(R) is not less than probability PG for another dynamic reducts. However we cannot calculate PG F-generalized dynamic reduct R because we do not know the whole family G. In this section we will see the so-called stability coefficient of any (F-λ)-generalized dynamic reducts R is a proper measure of the probability. Then the stability coefficient of the (F-λ)-generalized dynamic reduct R of decision table S is the maximum likelihood estimator of the probability PG(R). The maximum likelihood estimator of the probability
PG(R) we denote by MLE (PG(R)).
Let us introduce the simple binomial distribution X G R B {0,1}(For the family G and reduct R)
Defined for any B∈G:
Let G1={B∈G: 1} (9) And G0={B G:
Now it is easy to observe t.h at the probability P of the success in our binomial distribution is:
and the probability of the defeat in our binomial distribution is:
The probability of a success inX G R distribution may be estimated by taking a sample of sub tables from the family G next using the method of maximum likelihood estimator. The maximum likelihood estimator of success probability in our distribution is the arithmetic mean of values for all sub tables from the sample.
Hence:
From definition of (F-λ)-generalized dynamic reducts is concluded that the number⎟F∩G⎟/⎟F⎟ sequel to the stability coefficient of the generalized dynamic reducts R.
Theorem (1) . The dynamic reducts with greater stability coefficient are "good" candidates for decision rules generation. They allow constructing rules with better classification quality of unseen object than reducts with smaller stability coefficients.
Theorem (2) . Any dynamic reduct R the problem of calculating of MLE(PG(R)) is equivalent to the problem of calculating of MLE of unknown success probability in binomial distribution [9] . From the moivre-laplace [11] theorem is obtained that the value MLE(PG (R)) can be approximated for sufficiently large ⎟F⎟ (e.g. more than 150 subtables) by the normal distribution:
where µ |F G|The minimal size of family F (necessary to calculate generalized dynamic reduct can be estimated by the necessary sample size in case of normal distribution some assumptions about a confidence coefficient: 1-α (correctness of probability estimation) and maximal acceptable estimation error of MLE(PG(R)) (denoted by ΔMLE(PG (R)) are to be made. The necessary size of family F has to less than,
where the number t α is satisfying the equation:
Given the value of t α one can read from the table of standardized normal distribution function. From figure 1, the MLE(PG (R))≥ λ >0.5 is
Is decreasing there are
as a dynamic in the case of reduct using λ to represent MLE(PG (R)) , available:
For a given λ value, will be a corresponding|F|, expressed in the Man-R foot reduction coefficient λ under the conditions of accuracy and objective sampling rate and therefore would be preferable: Namely Φ(t a /2)= (1+ 0.9)/ 2 , through the standard normal distribution tables found in ta /2 = 1.64 , are:
The accuracy obtained reduction coefficient λ = 0.5, then the|F|≥ 269, λ = 0. 8, then the|F|≥173.Then the confidence level, error estimation and stability coefficient can be the root of the values is according to the actual situation to decide, thus |F| value also has practical significance. Confidence level according to the 3σ rule to calculate, there are t a/2 = 3α, calculate a look-up table1.α = 0.9973, set ΔMLE (PG (R))= 0.05 , are:
IF λ = 0.5 , then the |F| ≥ 900 , λ = 0.8 then the |F|≥576 .These F Values indicate a more comprehensive under the different accuracy of the dynamic reduct the sample analysis results, but the total calculation is very large. From the above, the value of F is related to the confidence level 1-α and maximum likelihood estimate error ∆MLE P G R . If the value of 1-α, and ∆MLE P G R are changed, then the value of |F| will change. Therefore, the value of, which Bazan have got, is according to a given level of confidence and a stable coefficient of errors. It cannot be obtained on condition of only setting the initial decision table. After introducing the accuracy factor of reduction, having considered the effect λ had on the value of F, so F can reflect the multi-level concept of dynamic reduction better, and in the premise that the confidence level and the error are acceptable, the problem can be simplified by means of considering |F|as a function of λ.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION STABILITY COEFFICIENT
In this section offer a method for computing of dynamic reducts and reduct domain is presented. In this method a random set of subtitles from a given data table is taken and reducts for all these tables are calculated. In the first step some samples of the decision table are computed.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Some tests were performed on the following data: market data [9] , handwritten digits [7] , texture recognition [6] and medical data [5] .
For example: 30 samples with the size 90% of the decision 
VIII. CONCLUSION
Dynamic selections of attributes. Methods based on dynamic reducts or generalized dynamic reducts is used. The quality of unseen object classification based on in these dynamic reducts is much better than on the while set of attributes especially when data are noisy. The stability coefficient of a dynamic reduct is a very important because is equal to maximum likelihood estimator of probability that the dynamic reducts is a reduct of any subtables from a given decision table. The dynamic reduct are better predisposed classify new unseen objects than randomly chosen reduct.
Dynamic core consists with the most stable attributes which cannot be reducted, and describes the set of feature attributes. In these research dynamic reductions methods are in depth and extensively studied to discuss a number of levels of formal dynamic Simplified is about thinking, and gain a further description of the discussion following its formal foundation laid.
